Once on Donahue Drive from either Highway 280 or College Street, turn onto Magnolia Avenue and follow the **ORANGE** line to the Magnolia Parking Deck. The address to the Magnolia Parking Deck is **712 W. Magnolia Avenue**. Visitors can park on the first deck ONLY. All visitor spaces are to the right of the entrance before you start up the ramp. Once parked, the Tiger Transit shuttle will pick you up on the first floor of the deck and take you to the **Auburn University Student Center**. The shuttle will drop you off at the **GREEN STAR** right outside the **Student Center**. Please allow **15-20 minutes** to ride the Tiger Transit to the Student Center. If you are taking an engineering tour or attending the engineering information session first thing when you arrive to campus, you can walk to the **Shelby Center** by following the yellow dotted lines. Please allow **10 minutes** to walk from the Magnolia Parking Deck to the Shelby Center.

Shelby Center – check-in for tour or information session at help desk in the foyer